Abstract-Communication channels impose a number of obstacles to feedback control. One recent line of work considers the problem of feedback stabilisation subject to a constraint on the channel signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). It has been shown for continuous-time systems that the optimal control problem of achieving the infimal SNR can be formulated as a linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) control problem with weights chosen as in the loop transfer recovery (LTR) technique. The present paper extends this formulation to: discretetime systems; communications over channels with memory; and input disturbance rejection. By using this formulation, we derive exact expressions for the linear time invariant (LTI) controller that achieves the infimal SNR under the effect of time-delay and additive coloured noise. We then quantify the infimal SNR required for both stabilisation and input disturbance rejection for a relative degree one, minimum phase plant and a memoryless Gaussian channel.
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of control problems with feedback over communication channels has grown rapidly in recent years; see for example [1] , [2] and references therein. Communication channels impose additional limitations to feedback, such as constraints in transmission data rate and bandwidth, and effects of noise and time-delay.
Recent developments for performance in the presence of stochastic input disturbance include [3] , where an extension of the well-known Bode Integral is achieved by information theoretic arguments; and [4] , where a gain pre-and postcompensator is proposed to satisfy a simultaneous power constraint at the plant output and at the input of a memoryless AWGN feedback channel.
The present paper extends the SNR framework in [5] to the case in which input disturbance rejection properties are required in addition to closed-loop stability. We consider a discrete-time feedback system as shown in Figure 1 with an ACGN channel with memory on the measurement path. The plant is assumed to be unstable and possibly include non-minimum phase zeros and time delay. Input disturbances are incorporated in the SNR framework by posing the SNR-constrained feedback problem as an LQG/LTR optimisation. The main result of the present paper gives the optimal filtering [6] one-degree-of-freedom LTI controller that achieve the infimal SNR for input disturbance rejection with stability. We characterise our optimal solution in terms of a spectral factorisation, which we apply to obtain a closed-form expression of the infimal SNR for disturbance rejection with stability for the case of AWGN channels. The obtained result extend on [4] , when the pre-and postcompensator gain is set to 1, since the memoryless AWGN channel model is a special case of the ACGN channel with memory model. In comparison to [3] our contribution is that, although restricted to an LTI framework, we obtain exact expressions for the optimal controller achieving the fundamental limitation represented by the infimal SNR for stabilisability and input disturbance rejection.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces some preliminary concepts and the problem definition. Section III presents the LQG/LTR at the output solution for the closed-loop stabilisability and input disturbance rejection problem when an ACGN channel with memory is located between the plant and the controller. Section IV introduces a spectral factorisation analysis of the LQG/LTR at the output solution. In Section V, with the insight provided by the spectral factorisation argument, we proceed to quantify the infimal LTI SNR required for stabilisability and input disturbance rejection for the case of a minimum phase plant with relative degree one and a memoryless AWGN channel. Finally Section VI presents the conclusions and final remarks for the present work.
Terminology: let C denote the complex plane. Let
respectively the open unit-disk, closed unit-disk, and their complements in the complex plane C. A discrete-time signal is denoted by x(k), k = 0, 1, 2, · · · , and its Z-transform by X(z), z ∈ C. The expectation operator is denoted by E. A rational transfer 
Output feedback control stabilisation of a discrete-time unstable plant subject to input disturbance over a discrete-time ACGN channel with memory.
function of a discrete-time system is minimum phase if all its zeros lie inD − , and is non minimum phase if it has zeros in D + . Given P (z), the transfer function of a discretetime system, we say that P (z) ∈ H 2 if P (z) is proper and stable; i.e, relative degree greater than zero all its poles lie in
If a in C,ā represents its complex conjugate.
II. ASSUMPTIONS AND PROBLEM DEFINITION
We consider the discrete-time feedback system depicted in Figure 2 . The ACGN channel with memory is characterized by two transfer functions, F (z) and H(z), and two parameters: the admissible input power level of the channel, P, and the zero-mean i.i.d. Gaussian white noise n(k) with variance σ 2 .
A. Assumptions
General assumptions for the LTI filters in Figure 2 , which will be in place unless stated otherwise, are Plant model:throughout the present work it is assumed that the plant model G(z) is detectable and stabilisable. It is also assumed that G(z) is minimum phase, has m unstable poles, |ρ l | > 1, ∀l = 1, · · · , m, and relative degree n g ≥ 1.
Channel additive noise process: the channel additive noise process is labelled n(k) and it is a zero-mean i.i.d. Gaussian white noise process with variance σ 2 . Noise model: the system H(z) colouring the channel additive white noise n(k) is assumed to be a stable, biproper and minimum phase transfer function. Matri-
Input disturbance process: the input disturbance process is labelled d(k) and it is a zero-mean i.i.d. Gaussian white noise process with variance σ 2 d . Notice that if we lift the assumption of G(z) minimum phase, then we would be required to invoke an inner factorisation argument similar to the one presented in [7] , [8] . This would result in terms C ζ (z) and C m , where
and C ζ (z) is an all-pass function containing the NMP zeros of G(z) (for more details see also [9, pp. 144-145] ). On the other hand, if we lift the minimum phase assumption on F (z), then we could define F (z) = B ζF (z)F (z), with B ζF (z) an all-pass function containing the NMP zeros of F (z). If we include the term B ζF (z) into the plant model asG(z) = B ζF (z)G(z), we would then consider the setting in Figure 2 for
is all-pass it will not modify the power constraint at the channel input. Finally, the minimum phase assumption for H(z) is without loss of generality, since any NMP zero in H(z) can be factored into an all-pass function, similar to B ζF (z), and dropped from the analysis.
B. Problem Definition
As already mentioned in the introduction, we wish to guarantee the internal stability of the control feedback loop, as well as optimally reject input disturbances when explicitly considering an ACGN channel with memory. We assume that C(z) is such that the closed-loop system is stable in the sense that, for any distribution of initial conditions, the distribution of all signals in the loop will converge exponentially rapidly to a stationary distribution. The channel input power, defined by s P ow lim k→∞ E y 2 (k) is required to satisfy an imposed power constraint
for some predetermined power level P, where E y 2 stands for lim k→∞ E y 2 (k) and it is introduced to simplify the notation. Under reasonable stationarity assumptions [10, §4.4], the power in the channel input may be computed as
where
are the transfer functions that relate y(k) with n(k) and d(k). Since the feedback control system is stable, we have
Thus, the power constraint (2) at the input of the channel translates to the SNR bound on the H 2 norms of T yn (z) and T yd (z)
Remark 1: It can be seen from (3) and (4) that the biproper assumption for F (z) and H(z) is without loss of generality. Indeed if the transfer function F (z) has relative degree n f , with n f ≥ 1, then we can observe from equation (4) that the case of F (z) strictly proper would be equivalent to
since the factor z −n f would not modify the H 2 norms of T yn (z) or T yd (z). Similarly, if the transfer function H(z) has relative degree n h , with n h ≥ 1, we can observe from equation (4) that this would be equivalent to
since the factor z n h will not modify the H 2 norm of T yn . From (4) we observe that a fundamental limitation in the SNR of the ACGN channel will be given by the infimum of T yn (z) 2 H2 and T yd (z) 2 H2 , which indeed are at the core of the infimal LTI SNR problem definition that follows.
Problem 1: (Infimal LTI SNR for Stabilisability and Input Disturbance Rejection LTI Problem). Find a proper rational stabilizing LTI controller C(z) such that the feedback control loop is stable and the transfer functions in (3) achieve the infimum possible constraint (4) imposed on the admissible channel SNR.
The search for the infimal norm of T yn (z) and T yd (z) can be performed in many ways, for example via a Youla parameterisation of all-stabilizing controllers, or by means of LQG estimation with LTR at the output. In the present article we take the second approach since we consider it to be more transparent and less involved when dealing with Problem 1.
III. LQG/LTR AT THE OUTPUT SOLUTION
From Figure 2 we have that when the ACGN channel with memory is located in the feedback path, the augmented system consisting of G(z), F (z) and H(z) is described by
We assume that the above augmented system is both stabilisable and detectable. Notice that if the plant has relative degree n g then also the overall augmented system (A o , B o , C o , 0) has relative degree n g . In regards to (5), we also have the fact that the measurement and process noises are given by
and are correlated, thus the covariance matrix is given by
In general the procedure of LQG optimisation with recovery involves the solution of two Riccati equations, one associated with the design of the observer and another with the design of the regulator. For the LQG/LTR procedure at the output the regulator's Riccati equation is dictated by the LTR procedure; whilst the observer's Riccati equation is a function of user/design requirements. In our case, this is based around a minimum energy design, since we want to infimise the channel input variance.
The Riccati equations for both the regulator and observer (and associated gains) are listed below. For the observer
and for the regulator
As a result of the fact that the design of the observer is predefined in the recovery at the output procedure, we have that the regulator gain has a specific closed-form solution [8, Theorem 2.1]
Notice that the expression in (10) for the observer gain is correct for minimum phase plants, whilst for non minimum phase (NMP) plants an inner factorisation argument similar to the one presented in [8] is required. The reader is referred to [7] , [8] , [5] and also [9, p.145] for the procedure required in the case of NMP zeros. A general discrete-time observer for the system in (5) is defined bŷ
where the gain K po is chosen such that the matrix A o − K po C o has stable eigenvalues. In Figure 2 the measured output is r(k). A filtering observer is defined by (11) with K po = A o K fo , and the state estimate given bŷ x(k|k)=x(k|k−1)+K fo (ym(k)−Cox(k|k−1)).
(12)
If the filtering observer is considered together with the linear control law
we obtain a filtering observer-based compensator given by
In particular the gain K o for the linear control law is tuned to achieve cheap control as in [8, Theorem 2
.1]. Define the observer open loop transfer function and sensitivity function as
Define also the open loop transfer function and sensitivity function as
The overall goal is to obtain a transfer function E do (z) such that
As a matter of notation, we specify the observer gain K po in (8) to be
where the dimension of each component is compatible with the components of the state vector x(k) in (5).
Theorem 1: (Optimal LTI Controller for Stabilisation and Input Disturbance Rejection)
Take the system with feedback over an ACGN channel with memory as shown in Figure 2 . Let K po be the optimal observer gain obtained from (8) with A o , B o , C o , W, V, S as defined for the augmented plant/channel structure given by (5) and (7) .
Then the infimal LTI SNR for stabilisability and input disturbance rejection LTI problem is solved by the "filtering" controller
The proof follows the same steps as in the proof of [5, Theorem 2] . The difference with the result in [5] lies in the Riccati equation for the estimator gain K po which in the present paper includes an input disturbance process. The result of Theorem 1 characterises the controller achieving the infimal LTI SNR for stabilisability and input disturbance rejection. In the next corollary we consider the relative degree of the plant n g to be 1.
Corollary 1: (LQG/LTR at the Output Characterisation of T yn (z) and T yd (z)) Consider the case where the plant relative degree n g is 1, then
Proof: Recall from (15) 
Replace in Theorem 1 together with n g = 1.
It is well known, when using the LQG/LTR approach for the design of a filtering controller, that if the plant is minimum phase with relative degree 1 we recover the design of the observer, i.e. S(z) = S est (z). Nonetheless, from T yd (z) in (19) in the above corollary, we have that E do (z) = 0. The reason for this stems from the fact that the measured output is not the performance output. Namely, we are observing r(k), but have defined Problem 1 in terms of y(k).
IV. SPECTRAL FACTORISATION
In the present section we present the spectral factorisation induced by the Riccati equation in (8) . The interest in such a spectral factorisation comes from the fact that the observer's design is central to the infimal LTI SNR for stabilisability and input disturbance rejection solution. Thus, by means of a spectral factorisation argument we characterise the optimal S est (z) that takes part into the infimal LTI SNR for stabilisability and input disturbance rejection solution.
Theorem 2: (Induced Spectral Factorisation) The Riccati equation in (8) , with K po the optimal observer gain and A o , B o , C o , W, V, S as defined by the augmented plant/channel structure given by (5) and (7), induces the following spectral factorisation
where S est (z) is as in (14) . Proof: From equation (5.6) in [11, p. 85] , adding S into the analysis and adapting the notation to the present paper, we have
Consider now, to obtain (20), replacing W, V, S as in (7) into (21), A o and C o as in (5) into the RHS of (21), whilst recognising S est (z) as in (14) on the LHS of (21), which ends the proof. From Theorem 2, if we consider the memoryless AWGN channel case we modify our initial assumptions, eliminating from the analysis F (z) and H(z), and observe that the spectral factorisation derived from Theorem 2 becomes
From equation (22) we have that the plant G(z), together with σ 2 and σ 2 d , will determine the observer's sensitivity function S est (z). Notice though that the stable poles of G(z) will also play a role in (22).
V. QUANTIFYING THE INFIMAL LTI SNR REQUIREMENT FOR A MEMORYLESS AWGN CHANNEL
In the present section we attempt to quantify the infimal LTI SNR for stabilisability and input disturbance rejection. To do so we use the spectral factorisation result in (22) and thus we specify the plant model to be
where ρ i ∈ D + , and all ρ i are distinct. The polynomial q(z) is assumed known, with degree m − 1 and all its solutions in D − . The communication over the measurement path takes place over a memoryless AWGN channel. As we stated before, we are ultimately attempting to characterise the specific S est (z) that takes part into the infimal LTI SNR for stabilisability and input disturbance rejection solution. Notice then that S est (z), for the present section choice of plant and channel model, must contain the m unstable plant poles ρ i as NMP zeros to guarantee the internal stability of the closed-loop. Thus, we only have to investigate the location of the poles of S est (z) for which we use (22) to find that
. (24) From (24) we recognise that the poles of S est (z) z i , z i ∈ D − i = 1, · · · , m, are the Schur's solutions of
a polynomial of degree 2m. It can be shown that the other m solutions of (25) are the reflections of each
We have then that a characterisation of the optimal S est (z) is given by
We stress that, although we do not have a closed-form for each z i , they can be computed by any of the many currently available algorithms for the purpose of finding the solutions of a polynomial, thus for all purposes we consider them as known quantities. Finally notice, also from (25), that as σ 2 d → 0, each z i will tend to one of the unstable plant poles mirrored images 1/ρ i . By means of (26) we are able to quantify the infimal LTI SNR for stabilisability and input disturbance rejection.
Theorem 3: (Infimal LTI SNR for Stabilisability and Input Disturbance Rejection) Assume the plant to be as in (23), the channel model to be a memoryless AWGN channel and the controller to be a filtering controller, then the channel SNR satisfies
, and gi=q(zi).
(28)
Proof: From Corollary 1 we have that T yn (z) = −1+ S est (z) and T yd (z) = S est (z)G(z). From (4) we have that the channel SNR satisfies
Replace S est (z) as in (26) and G(z) as in (23) to obtain
A partial fraction expansion leads us to
with h i and g i as in (28). Finally by applying the Residue Theorem, see for example [12, pp. 169 -172], we compute both H 2 squared norms to obtain the result in (27), which ends the proof.
Remark 2:
The assumption in (23) of distinct poles simplifies the partial fraction expansion argument invoked in the proof of Theorem 3, but it is not essential to it. Theorem 3 quantifies the infimal LTI SNR for stabilisability and input disturbance rejection under the present section assumptions. Notice how if σ 2 − 1, the infimal LTI SNR for stabilisability [13] . To conclude the discussion developed in the present paper let us introduce a simple example in which we can explicitly account for the pole of S est (z).
Example 1: Consider the plant to be
with ρ ∈ R + , ρ > 1 and K ∈ R + . From (22) we have
, therefore z 1 , the solution for the numerator and pole of S est (z), is given by
the only solution for the quadratic polynomial
from which we observe that as σ
the infimal LTI SNR for stabilisability result from [13] . Since Theorem 3 is valid for memoryless AWGN channels and since for this type of channels the capacity definition of C = 1/2 log 2 (1 + p/σ 2 ) is not increased by the use of feedback, we can also conclude that for σ 2 d = 0 the channel capacity will exceed the infimal requirement for stabilisability of 1/2 log 2 ρ. The extra SNR/Channel capacity requirement might be avoided by explicitly considering encoding and decoding in the communication link since, as for example reported in [14] , the optimal LTI solution might not be always the infimal solution. As a side result we have from S est (z) as in (26) and the spectral factorisation described in (22) that the innovation covariance [11, p. 
which, as σ Finally we stress that the result of Theorem 3 applies to the case of memoryless AWGN channels. It might be feasible to analyse some special cases of channels with coloured noise by means of recent results reported in [15] .
VI. CONCLUSION AND REMARKS
In the present paper we have solved the infimal LTI SNR for stabilisability and input disturbance rejection problem for the case of discrete-time ACGN channels with memory on the measurement path and minimum phase unstable LTI plants with arbitrary relative degree.
By means of a spectral factorisation argument, we have then quantified in a closed-form the infimal LTI SNR required to achieve stabilisability and input disturbance rejection for a class of minimum phase plant models with relative degree one and a memoryless AWGN channel model. We have shown how the obtained SNR approaches known results as the variance of the input disturbance process vanishes. Future directions for research include a more general plant model when quantifying the infimal 1 This can be seen to be true from the fact that 
as long as ρ ∈ R + , which in turns allow us to claim that z 1 < 1.
LTI SNR for stabilisability and input disturbance rejection, extending the result to include a filtered input disturbance process, or different injection points for the disturbance process.
